Baker Commodities provides a variety of options for used cooking oil removal including traditional barrel and drum services; large tank and container handling; under counter systems; and automatic pumping systems from inside storage tanks.

Our professionally-trained drivers will service all of your used cooking oil needs, helping to keep your operations running smoothly. No volume is too big or too small - we'll create a pick-up schedule that meets your specific needs, while our durable, leak-proof collection equipment will fit just about any space.

Eliminate grease theft with Baker Commodities’ Next Generation heavy duty, leak-proof, safe and attractive used cooking oil outdoor containers. Maximize indoor space restrictions with Baker Commodities’ complete line of indoor used cooking oil containment tanks. For information on different models, please visit www.bakercommodities.com.

Best of all, when you choose Baker Commodities, you’re helping the environment.

Your used cooking oil is reclaimed, renewed, and then returned to the marketplace as a vital ingredient in lubricants, animal feed and even clean-burning biofuel.